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A reader asks:
Most people interested in spiritual matters are probably aware of the past life review however
it's what happens when this is over:
1.
What does the newly arrived soul do next?
2.
Is there another astral life awaiting the newcomer until they decide to reincarnate or stay
and continue some new activity?
The Committee addresses these questions in general.
"In reverse we say, what is an astral life? Life among the stars? This you already are and have.
Your existence is not a series of intervals passed as you wait to incarnate. It cannot be; there
exists no time for your soul thus no sequence of segments. This is the human view.
There is no astral life, imagined as you might, as drifting or shooting among the stars, seeing
what is depicted from a spaceship as planets, stars, comets, nebulae and many things appear.
These things can be seen but the comparison we draw is a rowboat at sea, surrounded by water
everywhere. Of course this can be visited, but how many humans prefer this as a continuous,
ongoing existence?
Likewise, you do not live among the stars although you may visit and cross between them as
much as you desire.
There is no newcomer to Heaven. You are not a newcomer when you return to your hometown.
We speak now to past life reviews and what is done when this review is complete.
There is no need to edit the book just written, the moment the text is done, as the author of the
book deems this to be. You may conduct a past life review anytime you please, and you do.
Many of your lives are reviewed several times. There is no requirement files be read in a certain
order, and the storage, arrangement and filing structure is not set according to Earth time.
The occurrence of a life along the Earth time sequence illusion is contained inside the file, and
must be opened and read to determine the calendar placement. This might be relevant to the life
lived, and often is, but also in other cases the human calendar numbering is not important. The
life plan can be inserted anywhere along the timeline to achieve the purpose you intend.
What the life review involves is first a review of the plans, the goals, the objectives and purpose
intended. Then each of these is compared to the events and experiences of the life to see how
these played out; for example, you include your wife from a former life to be your husband, and
you switch genders also. To experience the roles, the opportunities, pressures, restrictions and
reactions to what you plan.

Once plan versus results are compared, you examine events you choose to avoid along the way.
You also examine deviations and changes made, both done as circumstances and conditions
arise.
There are coincidences, yet these are seen, and you can compare and adjust nearly anytime you
sleep, be this during a nap or overnight.
An example we offer; you are suddenly invited to take a trip and ride jet ski water vehicles in a
tropical place. But for the complicated mechanical device, your time there is basic and
rudimentary. For evening entertainment you are limited to books, games and conversation. All
meals must be prepared from scratch; the accommodations are basic but clean. There are
enormous wildlife examples on land and the sea across which you ride the skis, teems with life.
Your emotions, concerns, joys, fun, injuries, pitfalls, experiences and memories on Earth are
examined in great detail, as they have arisen from an experience such as this. Who did you meet
and how did you feel? Who did you already know and did your opinion of any previously known
people change, for better or otherwise and why?
How did you feel? Then you step into the place of the others and you experience what they felt.
If you were intimate, you will experience the feeling and emotions you had once again, and then
you will feel precisely what feelings your partner had, physically and emotionally, just as s/he
felt them at the time. Who you made happy, glad, sad or anything in between you will feel,
physically and emotionally.
This review will be as detailed or summarized as you prefer. You may open each page of the
days lived and have them unfold along the same clock Earth follows, just as happens in the Earth
environment. You can summarize the life to the length of a typewritten page or several minute
video. Once finished with a life review, you are never finished.
The review can be revisited anytime you choose. All lives can be reviewed this way, even the
lives not yet lived as incarnated. The design can be changed for a life not yet manifested on a
dense planet, and can be modified along the way, just as you choose.
You will note one significant difference; events of a human life are taken both more seriously
and less seriously than often they seem to humans. Life overall is taken more seriously, from the
place of your soul. The events within are seen as less significant, less traumatic, less euphoric
and less intense. The extremity of sensation is one of the main reasons you incarnate.
Compare a digital versus analogue existence; the latter is more realistic. Attending a game is
better than its view across a television screen.
Once a life review is done, existence continues. What can and may a soul do? The possibilities
have no end. We describe it, in this way; imagine all of the places, things and people a person
could become on Earth. How often has a human wished s/he were such and such a person? From
your soul's place in Heaven, you will see that you can indeed be who you wish, on Earth. Any of
you might become the King of Spain, Sultan of Brunei, Adolph Hitler or a poor, abandoned
begging, diseased, disfigured and maimed child.

As the many of you know, being less famous, less rich, less powerful, less admired, less pretty,
less handsome, less virile and less desirable than the false ideals held by humans above other
humans, is the preferred role. The majority of you choose this.
Consider why, when you might all be the most attractive person you believe can exist. Ponder
who are thought to be the most desirable in one or many ways among the human race and
imagine an Earth where everyone fits this description. This is as easily done as what surrounds
you now.
Imagine also an Earth full of the most sad, downtrodden, ugly, undesirable and generally
rejectable people most of humanity would consider to be; this is likewise within easy reach.
These do not exist, either extreme, simply because the majority of you do not want either
alternative, for yourself or for your surroundings. Some of you come to Earth to play the extreme
roles and provide contrast and perspective.
The benefits to the rich, attractive and comfortable are as equally great as what inures to the
benefit of the ugly and poor.
What is available to a soul once a life review is complete, is all of Earth multiplied times ten and
lifted to several powers beyond.
Doing is far easier than deciding; there is so much available. You may, can and do create
possibilities we cannot describe here. Human words do not wrap the package awaiting your
arrival home.
Incarnation on Earth is only one option and alternative among billions, each as different from
one to another, as raindrops are to molten lava spray.
You have chosen many varieties of existence; your decision to live a life on Earth bears witness
to this. Common is it to say there is a young soul upon Earth, however this only means many
plans are written, not yet lived. The soul who comes to Earth to look, plan then consider taking a
ride, is no youngster.
Veterans of the ages are you all, masters of the universe you long ago became before you were
suggested to come play Earth. Back to your mastery shall you return, if and when you believe
you are complete and add nothing more to the greatness of this planet you now inhabit.
Well indebted and grateful are your guides and guardians, for without your bravery and presence,
would we not have the chance to accompany, guide and help you all. We share not your
toughness, bravery and bravado and allow us to say that these traits and qualities do not override
your gentle tenderness, compassion and ease of existence; they enhance them.
That any of you would read these words is a gift to our souls no Earth money could ever
represent; for your time we thank you, because we understand its scarcity inside the illusion of
its existence. Time slips away into the future constantly, and is seen by humans as wasted if not
experienced, taken advantage of and pursued to best use. This is not true, but on Earth it is and

you choose to give some of it to us. While we say there is no time, that you give us any of it
means more than time itself. Thank you.
Your post life reviews await you each might. Visit them well, enjoy your being awake and
always be well. Do return."

